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SYNOPSIS
My father worked in the 1970s for the French Nuclear program in Moruroa atoll. I’m going to visit him today with my
family in Rurutu, a small isolated French Polynesian island, where he’s retired with my mother, his dogs and his
memories. I make this secret past surface as I question it today.
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QUESTIONS TO PAUL MANATE RAOUX, DIRECTOR
Does the film raise questions that have concerned you since your youth? How was this film project born?
When I was a child, dad was working in Moruroa, but i was not aware of it. It was not until I was a teenager that things became clear to me. I
often questioned my father about his work over there, harassed him with reproaches about atomic colonialism, but he immediately retreated,
invoking the "Secret défense" and the necessity of the tests for the strategic and energy independence of France.
I didn't actually had the idea for a film. Things just came to me, the film just sort of fell into my lap, precisely because I didn't have the
project. I had not seen my parents for eight years, and I had promised my son Louis that I would take him to Rurutu, where my parents had
gone to live, before he turned 15. It was at this point that the desire to requestion Papa on Moruroa was born. I thought that perhaps, in
retirement, he would agree to speak. And I think that I was ready too to take his word without animosity. I bought a small camera, a
microphone and a stand thinking that by formalizing things in a filmic way, our interview would be more solemn and «serious». At that
moment, I just wanted to keep a trace, to go to the end of my intimate and childish desire to know what "dad was doing". I didn't write
anything down beforehand, I just collected what Dad said, then I filmed Louis fishing, my mother in her kitchen, the dogs fighting to eat...
Much later, I found several 16 mm reels that my father had shot in the 60s and 70s. Little by little, a story was built in my head around the
denial, our Franco-Tahitian family, the hidden memory of the nuclear tests…
How did you think about your father's position in the film, and how did he feel about your approach ?
Dad is suspicious of me. He knows that I don't agree with him, with the meaning of his work and his commitment. But I think that he agreed
to talk about his Moruroa years because deep down he was happy and proud that I was still interested in what he had "accomplished" at
Moruroa. Behind the revelations about Moruroa and its scientific vocabulary, there is the word of a father who is opening to his son. For me,
the heart of the film lies in this dialogue that we never had, in this intimate and secret conversation that covers our filial history. By filming
him, I deliberately wanted to frame him against the light, to make him an indistinct shadow that is difficult to define, with the blurred but
idyllic landscape of Polynesian images in the background (a coconut tree, the surf of the waves). There was also a desire to play with the
codes of the "crime" reporting, where the faces of witnesses are blurred and filmed against the light to hide their identity. Of course, this is a
simulacrum because we see dad's face uncovered all the time in the film. Dad is not fooled and several times in the film, during simple
sequences taken on the spot, he gives me inquisitive or cold looks that say "I saw you, I know you're filming, you won't get me", but also
sometimes "I'm happy you're watching me".

What about your mother, your siblings ?
I noticed when I interviewed them that they had distanced themselves from the taboo subject of Moruroa, in a kind of unconscious denial of
the seriousness of the subject. Mama, because she is not interested, and because like many Polynesians, she does not complain, out of pride
or shame. My brother and sisters, because they only want to keep the good memories: everyone's dad, heroic and protective. It took them a
while to understand my approach, they saw me filming them, interviewing Dad, but they just thought "ah Paul is doing his thing again".
But when they figured out that I was making a film about Dad's Moruroa years, so that the film could be sensitive and somewhat political,
they didn't "stop" me.

The 16mm images shot by Daniel Raoux are a very rich material, how did you work them into the film, linked to your contemporary
shooting ?
These are actually quite classic images that many families have. They are memories of birthdays, weddings, parties, scenes of family life. But
here, obviously, they take a whole new dimension because they reflect concretely and symbolically the invisibility of nuclear testing. Dad
had filmed a lot of his work at Moruroa with a CEA camera, but he scrupulously cut out all the images and gave them to his management to
respect the "Secret-Defense" injunction of his hierarchy. All that remained, as the state story-telling of the time wished, were images of an
exotic and peaceful way of life. But it is also a truth, a testimony of the happy and prosperous atmosphere of these years of "Trente
Glorieuses", where the Bomb brought work, hospitals, airports, roads, champagne and Coca Cola...
I tried to use this nostalgic and intimate material as one of the sources of my investigation. From the beginning, I refused to use the
institutional archives of the INA or the Army Service, and especially to show an atomic explosion, in order to remain within the field of my
father's vision. In parallel to the interview with Dad where confessions and scientific and prosaic revelations emerge, the 16mm images shot
by Dad are of the intimate order, but also document the character and the subject of the film, if we decrypt them a little. My parent's
wedding is the one between the French State and Polynesia, the brindles where Frani (French from Metropolitan France) and Tahitians mix
together say something about the communion of two peoples sealed around joy and oblivion, the blurred images of daddy water-skiing in the
lagoon of Moruroa participate in the " phantasmic surrealism " of the nuclear tests in the Pacific. And at the very end, when I find three
minutes of film shot at Moruroa, the 16mm film becomes intangible evidence, a determining element of dramaturgy in the film's
contemporary narrative.

How do you want the film to resonate with those who watch it?
I hope that dad will not be seen as a simply "executioner", a colonist without any remorse or compassion towards the people and the land of
Polynesia that he cherished with all his heart. May this memory, complex and plural, around a distant and forgotten subject, not fade away.
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